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INTRODUCTION
WHAT IS CRYPTO CURRENCY
A cryptocurrency (or “crypto”) is a digital currency that can be
used to buy goods and services, but uses an online ledger with
strong cryptography to secure online transactions. Much of the
interest in these unregulated currencies is to trade for profit, with
speculators at times driving prices skyward.
It is also a form of payment that can be exchanged online for
goods and services. Many companies have issued their own
currencies, often called tokens, and these can be traded
specifically for the good or service that the company provides.
Think of them as you would arcade tokens or casino chips.
You’ll need to exchange real currency for the cryptocurrency to
access the good or service.
The most popular cryptocurrency, which is Bitcoin, was created
in the year 2009 with the price of 0.0001 and has had volatile
price moves this year 2021, reaching nearly $65,000 in April
before losing nearly half its value in May . By mid-October , the
price had risen rapidly again: it hit an all-time high above
$70,000 before falling back slightly.
(You can check the current price of bitcoin here.).
https://www.coingecko.com/en
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HOW DO CRYPTO CURRENCIES WORK?
Cryptocurrencies works, by using a technology called
blockchain. Blockchain is a decentralized technology spread
across many computers that manages and records transactions.
Part of the appeal of this technology is its security.
AJRACOIN (AJRC) is an Bep20 smart contract token, which
exist on the Binance smart chain blockchain.
AJRC will be launched for public sale after the ICO distribution,
and can be exchanged with any other crypto currencies, by
swapping it to other altcoin on the market, example: USDT,
ETH, DAI, TRON and etc.……
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How the Unemployment Rate Affects
The World
Ever from the beginning, unemployment rate has been a
problem, and has been increasing in the whole world today.
EXAMPLE:
1. Burkina Faso (77.00%)
2. Syria (50.00%)
3. Senegal (48.00%)
4. Haiti (40.60%)
5. Kenya (40.00%)
6. Djibouti (40.00%)
7. Republic Of The Congo (36.00%)
8. Marshall Islands (36.00%)
9. Namibia (34.00%)
10. Kiribati (30.60%)
And this is just but a few…..
The national unemployment rate is defined as the percentage of
unemployed workers in the total labor force. It is widely
recognized as a key indicator of the performance of a country's
labor market. As a closely watched economic indicator, the
unemployment rate attracts a lot of media attention, especially
during recessions and challenging economic times. Such this
very recent pandemic period. This is because the unemployment
rate doesn't just impact those individuals who are jobless–the
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level and persistence of the factors of unemployment have wideranging impacts across the borders and economy.
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ABOUT ALLIANCE JOB RECRUITMENT
AGENCY-AJRA
A group of young dynamic Africans decided to contribute to the
whole world effort by creating a company named Alliance Job
Recruitment Agency- AJRA, which could help in poverty
reduction by providing job opportunities through their online
platforms and services.
Country of Registration: Senegal
DATE OF IMMATRICULATION: 07/09/2020,
N.I.N.E.A: 007998026,
ADRESS/BP : OUEST FOIRE CITE KHANDAR VILLA NO 06,Dakar
Senegal.
Lagos state, Nigeria
Address: No 17 NIXON Okpara street, Green field estate Ago
palace way.

Therefore, AJRA went ahead and create its own proper Bep20
Token AJRACOIN (AJRC), in other to use it to empower its
ecosystem on the internet.
Alliance Job Recruitment Agency is an ongoing project, which is
going to have a very big community worldwide in the future.
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THE UNEMPLOYMENT
SOLUTION-AJRA/AJRC
ALLIANCE JOB RECRUITMENT AGENCY-AJRA is a
company created with the objective of providing job
opportunities in order to fight unemployment and poverty
reduction, by creating online digital asset, products, services and
platforms, which could offer business opportunities and
financial freedom to its members through its wonderful
ecosystem such as:
1) AJRACOIN.COM, is an ICO platform for AJRC token.
2) AJRA E-SCHOOL, is an online educational platform.
3) AJRA MINING HUB, is an investment mining platform.
4) AJRA WALLET, is AJRACOIN (AJRC) token wallet.
5) AJRA-PAY, is an online payment gate way.
6) AJRA-CHAT, is an online social community platform.
7) AJRA NFTs, is our own NFT COLLECTIONS.
§ AJRACOIN.COM, is an ICO platform on which AJRC is
being distributed to contributors.
§ AJRA E-SCHOOL, being an online educational platform
will be able to create a lot of job opportunities to the
INSTRUCTORS of all works of life.
§ Of which we are gazing to the minimum of 100,000
registrants on the platform, there by being able to generate
billions of dollars to the system, and 50% of the funds will
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be going back to the token liquidity (AJRC), which will
also facilitate more in job creation.
AJRA MINING HUB, as an investment program, will be a
platform that will be able to pay the minimum of 7% daily,
and is estimated to run with not less than 10 million
participants. So, with it funds generated 50% of the funds
will be going back to the token liquidity (AJRC), in order
to support its capital. So, all participants will be able to
earn more than a fix monthly salary basics.
AJRA WALLET, is a token, which will be generating
enough income through transaction fees. Of which 50% of
the funds will be going back to the token (AJRC).
AJRA PAY, is an online peer to peer, which will be
generating enough income through transaction fees. Of
which 50% of the funds will be going back to the token
(AJRC).
AJRA-CHAT , is an online social network platform which
will enable all members to build a strong community
together without a third party platform.
AJRA NFTs, About 20,000 nfts will be deployed by 2023,
and 50% will be shared to all members.
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AJRACOIN (AJRC) DESCRIPTION
AJRACOIN, is the token that offers online business
opportunities and services.
Binanc Smart Contract
Bep20 Token
Token name: AjraCoin
Token Symbol: AJRC
TOTAL SUPPLY: 10,000,000,000
No of Decimal: 9
Token plan:
Total TAX: 10% ( tax on PancakeSwap Exchange selling)
CHARITY: 2% (2% will be giving to charity organizations)
REWARD: 3% ( 3% will be shared to all AJRACOIN HOLDERS)
MARKETING: 2% (2% will be used for our project marketing)
LIQUIDITY POOL: 3% (3% will be returned to our capital
liquidity)
CONTRACT ADDRESS:
0xe7e94126C17d7409B72c467Fe6975eF2bA9a6A8B
https://bscscan.com/token/0xe7e94126c17d7409b72c467fe69
75ef2ba9a6a8b
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AJRACOIN was deployed With the total supply number of
10,000,000,000 ( AJRC )
Which 75% of it being 7,500,000,000 is to be distributed to the
public, while 25% of it being 2,500,000,000 is made to be on
reserve.
AJRC was paired with BNB/AJRC on pancakeswap with the rate
of 0.04.
AJRC token is offered to members, in exchange of their
contribution, it assumed them as the crypto HOLDERS
automatically, and from there, giving them the hope of
increase in value in the future, as all members already has
their token distributed already to a decentralized wallet,
called (METAMASK).
Therefore, all members will be fully in possession of their
tokens as it is been decentralized.
AJRC is going to be on private sale, through referral links,
there by granting each contributor the opportunity to
make up to 25% on direct sale, 10% on second level
( indirect sale), 5% on third level ( indirect sale), 3% on
forth level (indirect sale )
and 1% on fifth level ( indirect sale ).
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With up to fifth level position commissions, it becomes so
amazing.
MEMBER DIRECT
SALE
Direct
YES
sale
Indirect NO
sale
Indirect NO
sale
Indirect NO
sale
Indirect NO
sale

INDIRECT LEVEL COMMISSION TOTAL
SALE
NO
1
25%
25%
YES

2

10%

10%

YES

3

5%

5%

YES

4

3%

3%

YES

5

1%

1%
43%

And every commission can be withdrawn directly
on crypto wallet, such METAMASK and can be swapped for
use on pancakeswap.
AJRACOIN (AJRC) is definitely going to reduce completely the
problem of unemployment in the world, through the planned
roadmap, which is to be followed accordingly.
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ICO DISTRIBUTION DETAILS
PRIVATE SALE Start
JUNE 1, 2022 (9:00AM GMT)
PRIVATE SALE End
JUNE 8, 2022 (11:00AM GMT)
Number of tokens for sale
100,000,000 AJRC (1%)
Tokens exchange rate
1 BNB = 10120 AJRC, 1 USDT = 0.04 AJRC
Acceptable currencies
ETH, BTC, LTC, USDT, BNB
Minimal transaction amount
100 USDT
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THE ECOSYSTEM
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)
6)
7)
8)
9)
10)
11)
12)
13)
14)
15)

Ajracoin.com
MYETHERWALLET.COM-MEW
Uniswap.org
Binance.com
Coinmarketcap.com
Coingecko.com
Gate.io
Trust Wallet
Pancake Swap
Ajra Wallet
Metamask
Ajra E-school
Ajra mining Hub
Ajra Chat
Ajra Pay

These are the major commercial applications on which
AJRACOIN (AJRC) will be functioning in the future not to
mention the least.
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Ajracoin.com

Uniswap.org

Coingecko.com

Gate.io

Trust wallet

Ajra E-commerce

MYETHERWALLET

Ajra mining Hub

Pancake swap

Coinmarketcap.com

Binance.com

Ajra Chat

Ajra Pay

Ajra wallet

Metamask
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Ajra E -school

THE ROAD MAP
AIRDROP : 15TH March 2022 - 16TH
May 2022
Our Airdrop has started since 15th of
march and will be ending on the 16th of
may.
AIRDROP DISTRIBUTION 18TH May
2022 - 31 May 2022
The distribution of our airdrop will start
immediately on the 18th of may and will
be ending on the 31th of may 2022
PRIVATE SALE : 1ST June 2022 - 8TH
June 2022
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PRESALE : 9TH JUNE 2022 - 24TH JUNE
2022.
PUBLIC SALE : 25TH JUNE 2022.
OUR 2023 PROJECT
WALLET - NFTs - AJRASWAP - SOCIAL
MEDIA - CHARITY FORUM - PAYMENT
GATEWAY - DEX FOR TRADE EDUCATIONAL PLATFORM
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AJRACOIN OFFICIAL SOCIAL LINKS
https://t.me/ajracoin
( TELEGRAME COMMUNITY )

https://t.me/ajracoinchannel
( TELEGRAM CHANNEL)
https://instagram.com/ajracoin?r=name
tag( INSTAGRAM )
https://facebook.com/ajracoin
( FACEBOOK )
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THE FUTURE PERSPECTIVE OF AJRC
AJRC, is an Bep20 Token and has been paired along with BNB
on pancakeswap, at the rate of BNB/AJRC -1/$0.04.
With no doubt, with the ecosystem of AJRA and its technologies
which do surround crypto currencies in this 21th century, AJRC
is estimated to KEEP rising in value in the future.
Do join our community and become a HOLDER of AJRC, and lets
build the biggest community worldwide together.
Do follow us on TELEGRAM: https://t.me/ajracoin
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